
 

 

Issue: 6 
Breaking Boundaries 

Learning is Everything, Everything is Learning 
  

Date: Friday 6th December ‘19 

 
Dear Parents/ Carers,  
 
Welcome to our December Newsletter and to the final two weeks of the autumn term - it’s nearly 2020! 
I am delighted to share with you lots of our recent news and updates on our learning.  
Next week is Data Capture 2 - another milestone point for our Teachers to make assessments and judgements about 
where our students have reached in the expected learning standards set nationally for their age groups. Our students 
in Y2 and Y6 will have an opportunity to take a set of end of year tests and then students in the other year groups will 
participate in a combination of tests and Teacher Assessments in Reading, Writing, Maths & Science. It is also the time 
of the year when we ‘check in’ the achievements of students in all ou wonderful World Ready skills too. So by the time 
we are all set for January we have a really good understanding of what to focus on to support individual students and 
whole classes ready for the next stage of the year. As always please talk to your daughter/ son about their current 
grades and targets and feel free to check in with our Teachers too. 
 
Musical News 
You may have heard the amazing news that our singing skills reached the radio airwaves this week. A group of Y1 and 
Y2 students re-wrote the lyrics of a well known Christmas songs and created: Do They Know about Climate Change? 
We sent a clip to the National Virgin Radio Competition and, we are very proud that we were shortlisted as one of the 
12 finalist schools in the country. Our students are true winners to us!  
 
PSA Greenside Winter Fair 
We’d all like to say a big ‘thank you’ to the PSA for organising such a lovely winter’s afternoon for us all this year - it 
was so lovely to see so many of our families and lots of ‘old’ Greensiders return to share the event with us.  
 
Winter Events 
Alongside our Animations Screening, Christmas in Crews and Nativity we’d like to remind you of two other occasions 
when our parent/s carers are welcome to join us. 
 
Wednesday 11th December  
On Wednesday 11th December at 3.30pm our Y6 students will be ‘changing places’ with the PSA and organizing Tea 
& Cakes. Students will be baking and selling cakes that day and selling some very simple Christmas gifts that they 
have made to raise money for Good Chance in an attempt to provide some winter basics for unaccompanied children 
in refugee camps this December. If you can send in any cakes on the day that would be most welcome and please 
save your coins to buy from the glorious array our students will be making during the day.  
 
After you have enjoyed a cake and, hopefully bought a small gift, at 4.00pm our families will be invited to go up to our 
Film Crew classes to view the Art from our Thursday learning this term. Finally, at 4.30pm we will return to the Hall 
for a screening of our Y1 - Y6 Animations.  
 
Thursday 19th December  
Our aim during the morning will be head out onto the streets of Hammersmith & Fulham and share our Singing in the 
Community. We will leave at 10.00am that day - if any parents/ carers wish to come along and sing with us please 
email me by the end of Tuesday (17th December) 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Christmas Card CompetitionWe had the biggest number of Christmas 
card entries ever this year so a big ‘thank you’ again to our families for 
encouraging your daughters/ sons to take part. Our 3 winners were: 
Maxwell (Y1), Mak (Y2) and ( 
Minnie) Y3 - look out for their designs! 
 
Polling Day  
On Election Day next week please remember that students should be dropped off at the main 
Foyer entrance at 8.55am. They should be collected from this point too. As always please be 
patient at the end of the day it takes a while for dismissal via the main door! 
 
Allan and Darrell visit Greenside 
We had 2 visitors this week who reminded us of how caring, welcoming and articulate our young people are at 
Greenside. On Wednesday Allan Shepherd, an TEFAT Principal from Brimingahm spent the day with us and yesterday 
Darrell Butler, the Principal from John Locke Academy in Uxbridge came over to explore our Curriculum with us.  
Darrell’s favourite children’s book is ‘The Little Prince’ 
 
Tate Britain 
Finally - in our last Newsletter I mentioned our Y4 class were visiting Tate Britain that 
day to see their Y3 Class Photograph within a curation by the FilmMaker Steve 
McQueen. The had a great time and then I was very fortunate to go to a viewing with 
Steve McQueen on Monday evening - where I proudly spoke with him about Greenside! 
 
Wishing you all a peaceful couple of weeks ahead. 
Karen 
 

1. Message from the Head of School 
 
Dear Greenside families, 
This has been an exciting couple of weeks at Greenside. That said, it's always exciting at Greenside! We've had a few weeks 
of lots of visitors at Greenside. We've had prospective parents/ carers checking in with us to see if this is the place they'd like 
their children to come and learn. These are always great moments as we get our students to talk to them a lot about what 
Greenside is about and the way they articulate their learning, the experiences they're involved in and the philosophy of the 
school so beautifully, it reinforces what we strive for everyday.  
We've had heads from other Elliot Foundation schools visiting to see our curriculum provision and they always leaving saying 
how confident and articulate are students are and how their love for learning shines through. Not to mention having their 
minds blown by the sorts of Learning Experiences they see them involved. We've also had work experience and student 
teachers here which is an amazing way for us to inspire the next generation of teachers and young adults ready to take on 
the world. We are so proud of our students, staff, families and everything that is Greenside and we don't mind sharing that! 
Robin Yeats - Head of School 

 

 



2. Christmas in Crews 
Christmas is nearly here and Film Crew 3&4 can't wait to share our chosen songs with you all to get you really in the 
Christmas mood. We will be singing; Mary's Boy Child, Rocking around the Christmas Tree and a Spanish surprise! So 
get your Santa hats on and join us in the hall on Monday afternoon of 16th December at 2.00pm.  
 
 
 

 

3. Nativity in EYFS 
Our Nursery & Reception students and adults are happy to invite their friends and family members to watch their performance 
of The Nativity on Tuesday 17th of December at 2.00pm. Please join us for an afternoon of songs and Christmas cheer, and 
maybe even a special guest!? Don't miss this classic event that will be sure to warm your hearts this season! 

 

4. Animation Factory 
 
Crew 1&2 have been working very hard on their animations. Alongside working along 
their ICT skills to create their video students they have worked on their teamwork skills. 
Students have worked collaboratively to create their projects as well as have the 
resilience and patience that is needed in the animation world. We are very excited for 
our screening of our animation films based on The Fire of London. 
 
Crew 3/4 have been working so hard this last half term to put all our ideas in a final 
animation film, and it is looking fantastic - if we do say so ourselves! Our theme has 
been migration and so we have studied migration stories of other people and also 
reflected on our own families' stories. We have really refined our animation skills, specifically in stop-motion, and we look 
forward to sharing it all with you at our event on Wednesday 11th December.  
 
It’s been so wonderful to watch all the Y5 and Y6 students ‘grow’ their animation skills through our in-depth, all-encompassing 
topic of “The Growth of Life.” It’s been extremely challenging to depict continental shift, the industrial revolution, climate 
change, and so many other topics, but the way these students rose to the challenge was incredible. These topics, in and of 
themselves, taught us so much about the world, but they way we put them to thousands of frames took it to a whole new level 
of experiential learning. We’re so excited for our premiere!  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



5. Christmas Lunch  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

5. STAR Days - Prequels & Sequels (the end is almost here!) 
As we near the end of term we are also saying ‘farewell’ to our films from autumn term 2 and how much we have all enjoyed 
them - please enjoy reading about the final assignments. 
 
a) Nursery - The Lorax 
Nursery has experienced a wonderful term learning about forests! We have learned about different kinds of trees and how 
they grow in different places and climates. More importantly, we have learned how vital it is for us to look after the trees, just 
like The Lorax does! We especially enjoyed our forest day experience in Ravenscourt Park in which we were scientists with 
clipboards and pens investigating whether the forest was healthy or not. We ultimately determined that the forest was healthy 
because we examined some composting leaves as well as worms and slugs, keeping the soil fertile.  
 
b) Reception - The Lorax 
Our film The Lorax has been perfect this term for learning about Trees and Forests. We have learnt an incredible amount 
since the beginning of the term, and can now talk knowledgeably about the importance of trees to us, but also to a variety of 
different animals and organisms. Through our forest trips, we learnt to talk about, and identify features of our native 
woodlands, but also looked at forests globally and how they are similar or different. We learnt about the myriad of threats to 
forests and animals around the world, and learned more about what we can do ourselves to help. It’s been a jam packed 
term, full of amazing new experiences, and we can’t wait to do it all again next term too! 
 
c) Y1 - The Muppets’ Christmas Movie 
This half term we have been looking at The Muppet Christmas Carol. Students have been transported back to The 
Victorian era and talked about what life was like during this time. Students have been discussing and delving into the morals 
behind Ebenezer Scrooge’s story and all that he learns on his Christmas adventure. Students have worked extremely hard 
this half term and I am so proud of how far they have come this half term. 
  
d) Y2 - Oliver Twist 
We had an incredible time this week thinking about how Oliver Twist could help the workhouse boys now that he is living a 
life of luxury with his uncle. He decided he would help the boys by improving their daily meal of gruel. Instead of gruel we 
helped Oliver to make pizzas for the workhouse boys and used our knowledge of fractions when designing the pizzas. We 
are sure the boys would have preferred our pizzas to gruel! 
 
e) Y3 - Freaky Friday 

 



It has been a wonderful experience learning through Freaky Friday. Its central message of mutual understanding and 
empathy has really been felt in class, as we have thoroughly discussed what it would be like in another’s shoes. Making 
fortune cookies and going to Chinatown put us further into the world of Freaky Friday. Doing our Freaky Friday writing pieces 
through Google Docs has also given us the important experience of practicing our digital literacy skills. It’ll be hard to say 
goodbye to Anna and Tess, the film’s main characters, but we’re excited to see what’s in store for us! 
 
f)  Y4 - The Secret Garden 
Y4 have had quite the couple of weeks of interesting activities planned as part of our STAR 
day learning. We have created our very own class newspaper which contains articles 
following an 'interview' with Dickon and Colin from our film The Secret Garden, come and 
have a look if you get the chance. We've also spent time thinking about our personal ideal 
secret gardens and put our plan into action, resulting in some fantastic pieces of artwork 
involving all sorts of materials to show our gardens off as best as possible. Lastly, we have 
spent a lot of time focusing on our science learning of animals and plants, looking at what 
classification means and coming up with our own classification keys to identify different 
species of animal and plant - just like Dickon would have done! It's been a great few weeks to 
round up towards the end of term, and we're already curious about what our next film will be! 
 
g) Y5 - Big Fish  
It has been an adventure this half term while studying Big Fish. Year 5 dived into the fantasy world of Edward Bloom and 
have enjoyed every fishy-moment. The magical world of Spectre allowed us to create hanging sculptures that represented 
the hanging shoes that people left when they arrived to this perfect town. A highlight in Y5 was all of the in deep Maths 
learning we looked at this half term with the help of Edward Bloom. We can now say we are on our way to being experts in 
multiplication and fractions.  We can’t wait to see what exciting learning we will do in the  near year. 

h) Y6 - Return to the Planet of the Apes 
 During Planet of the Apes, Caesar evolves rapidly after he is exposed to a trial drug. We took this concept and have 
studied the evolution that has actually taken place on Earth. We discussed what we already knew about life on Earth. How 
has life changed over time? Why did it change like this? Students visited the Natural History Museum's evolution exhibit to 
discover more. Then, once back at school, they themselves became creatures in the wild who were required to find food 
around the classroom. Some - the tallest, fastest and sneakiest - gathered the most food. We discussed that these 
adaptations would have helped them to survive. They then selected their own species of animal to research. Students 
produced detailed, information texts which they will now turn into David Attenborough style documentaries. 

 
 

 



6. Class Displays 
Nursery - As part of Maths learning this term, The Nursery class created an Autumn themed display 
about matching a quantity to a numeral. We dipped our fingers in red paint to represent the number of 
apples on each tree. Kianna pointed and said, "That's the number six!" and then she counted the six 
apples on the tree. As part of our film learning this term, we created a display about The Lorax. Since 
the character The Lorax speaks for the trees, we asked Nursery what they would do to protect the 
trees if they were The Lorax. Isaac suggested that we "plant seeds" and Piper suggested that we "plant 
more trees."  
 
Bonnie (Y1) “We drew images of the Industrial Revolution just like 
the artist LS Lowry” 
 
Lavin (Y1) “We wrote with chalk and slate boards just like the 
Victorian children” 
 
Introducing Y2 …. Here is Mimi showing off her fantastic artwork 
with the art wall display.  
This display was on the Industrial Revolution. 
 
It’ll be so hard to say goodbye to these great displays, also. (Good thing the Chinatown one is permanent!) Our charcoal 
symbols representing Freaky Friday really added a great look to the class! 

 

7. We are Artists & We can be heroes! 
 
A Message from Hugh at TEFAT - An Art competition 
Our new office has a gallery wall for children's art and we have space for up to 3 pieces from each region. So I am initiating a 
termly competition to be judged by RDs, I might try to get an artist to come and help with the assessment. The format is A4 or 
A3 (these are the size of the frames we have bought from Ikea). Please ensure that the child's name and school name are 
written clearly on the back of the submission. In classic Blue Peter style, the winners will receive an Elliot Foundation badge. 
The theme for the winter term is, "Heroes and heroines" 

 
 

 



8. The Mahara’s Maths Revolution - Digital Badge Challenge 
Please check out the final Maths problems of 2019 - do encourage your daughter/ son to try over the weekend and also to 
add to their evidence bank to gain their Maths Digital Badge. 
 
 

                             

 

9. The Greenside Animation Factory 
 

Monday 18th December 
Christmas in Crews 

2.00pm 
Our Families are warmly invited to join us for an afternoon of songs performed by Y1 - Y6 

 

 
 
 
 

10. Sharing Events  
a) EYFS Campfire 
Last week as part of EYFS’ learning about the Forest, we looked at 
survival skills and how to go camping. As part of that we made a 
campfire in our Learning Garden! Yes! A real one! We learnt lots about 
how to be safe around fire, but also about how one is lit and how it 
burns. Of course no campfire is complete without songs and toasted 
marshmallows too! 
 
 
 
b) Nursery & Reception Trip 
On Tuesday the 3rd of December, Nursery and Reception put on their winter coats and wellie boots and walked to 
Ravenscourt Park for a forest day experience. Together, we became a team of scientists and researchers to investigate the 
forest and determine whether it was healthy or not. We used our clipboards and pens to help us look at a specific set of 
criteria. If we were able to find fungus or mushrooms, worms in the soil, composting leaves, winter berries growing, and 

 



germinating acorns, we could confidently say that the forest was indeed healthy. After careful consideration, we were able to 
tick off everything on our list and conclude that the forested area in Ravenscourt Park was a very healthy and fertile place!  
 
c) Link & Learn at Greenside 
On Wednesday the 20th of November, Early Years hosted a phonics 
based  'Link & Learn' session. We were able to demonstrate how we 
incorporate phonics and early reading into our provision at school and 
how each child can be supported at home. Thank you for coming in and 
learning alongside your daughters & sons. If you require any further tips 
or strategies to use at home, please get in contact with Ms Buchanan or 
Ms Morra. 
 
d) Social Media 
As you may have seen, our social media platforms on Instagram and Twitter have been working overtime trying to keep up 
with all the publicity we’ve been getting! Make sure you’re following us to get all the latest news and see some sneaky peaks 
of life behind the scenes! On Instagram: @greensideprimaryschool On Twitter: @greensidew12. 

 

11. Specialismas 
 
WE Act 
We have been kept busy during our Specialism sessions in WE Act. We have looked at how we can help people this winter, for 
example bringing in food for the food bank. We have also looked at Christmas recipes and we made chutney and jam last 
week, which sold out very quickly at the Christmas fair! We have all worked together and learnt a lot about nutrition and how to 
help those who need our help.  

As well as helping others we have been able to reflect and think about how lucky we are this winter season. We have helped 
others in our school by sorting out our Library and we have gathered ideas on how to get more students in Greenside reading 
for pleasure. We have been very busy but every WE Act specialism is always so much fun. 
 
Music Specialism 
Laura Gilroy explains: Music specialism this term has been very successful in solidifying some key musical skills this term. The 
class have been using their new knowledge of rhythm and simple music notation to begin building their own composition. They 
applied rhythms to words of a poem they previously wrote and practised playing these using a pentatonic scale on the 
xylophone. We are currently in the process of refining our xylophone skills and playing along with a backing track to create our 
final piece - it's been really enjoyable seeing the students get so engaged by music! 
 

 

12. PSA Winter Fair 
A message from Mr Yeats: “The Winter Fair was another fantastic success this 
year thanks to the PSA and all of you who came to make it such a great buzz! 
We had all sorts of stalls and treats and although the weather was a little dull, 
the atmosphere certainly wasn't. There were prizes galore in the raffle and silent 
auction, not to mention the wonderful Greenside chutney and jam. It was lovely 
to see all our families together enjoying the seasonal festivities and we raised a 
huge amount of money for the next phase of the playground project too which is 
an extra bonus - Thank you everyone!” 
 
 

 

 



13. Student Stars at Greenside 
 
Our Christmas Greenside Screen Stars of the Week are offered our special yuletide congratulations - this week they are: 
Jah’niya (Y1) and Nejim (Y5) 
 
Darcie and Ted for their incredible energy and enthusiasm on our scavenger hunt in Ravenscourt Park! (Nursery) 
 
Alireza for always having beautiful manners (R) 
Eyomesu for his wonderful performances in Nativity rehearsals (R) 
 
Jah’niya for reading through her work and checking for mistakes (Y1) 
Omar for showing fantastic focus this week! Keep it up, Omar (Y1) 
 
Ishaaq has worked so well on his work this week with his writing and concentration (Y2) 
Siham has always shown such determination with her writing (Y2) 
 
Lois, for persevering through some challenging multiplication skills (Y3) 
Jake, for an excellent job at adapting his brilliant writing skills to the digital interface of Google Docs (Y3) 
 
Elijah for some fantastic improvements in his recent spelling test results (Y4) 
Joe for the way he conducted himself on our class trip to the Tate Gallery (Y4) 
 
Maddie and Nada for working so hard on their adding of irregular fractions (Y5) 
Nejim for showing great enthusiasm towards his quiet reading book and even taking it home to read with his family (Y5) 
 
Leon for his focus and imagination when producing his Changing Places animation (Y6) 
Suha for her brilliant ideas, passion and effort in writing this week (Y6) 
 

 

14. Poet Laureate Poem 
 

Winter 
By Caleb (Y6) 

 
The holly trees rustle in the cold wintry, breeze 

The birds call as they please 
The playful children pull up their hoods 

An icy gale stirs up in the woods 
 

The freezing wind chills down to the bone 
The ancient trees let out a moan 

The sunlight seeps through the leafless trees 
While the robin slips through their branches with ease 

 
The mistletoe glows in its festive bloom 

St Nic’s silhouette on the face of the moon 
Shadows dance in the candlelight  

The reindeers soar with all their might 
 

Lambs leap in pure delight 
The fox stalks his prey at the dead of night 

The snowman slowly melts away 
Just in time for Christmas day 

 
 

 



Winter 
By Mei Lin (Y6) 

 
Winter, 

I love winter because of the snow, 
And you get to wear red and white bows, 

Christmas in Winter. 
 

Winter, 
I love winter because of jingling bells, 
And how its a time that no one yells, 

Christmas in Winter. 
 

Winter, 
I love winter because of the warm fires, 
And how shops have so many buyers, 

Christmas in Winter. 
 

Winter, 
I love winter because of the memories, 

And how we’ve been doing Christmas for centuries, 
Christmas in Winter. 

 
Winter, 

I love winter because of the christmas trees, 
And how Santa can come down your fireplace with ease, 

Christmas in Winter. 
 

Winter, 
I love winter because of the decorations, 

And how there are christmas songs playing on the radio stations, 
Christmas in Winter. 

 
Winter, 

I love winter because of the reefs, 
And all the different beliefs, 

Christmas in Winter. 
 

Winter, 
I love winter because of snowmen, 
And how people make mini dens, 

Christmas in Winter. 
 

Winter, 
I love winter because of the holidays, 
And how the people get bonus pays, 

Christmas in Winter. 
 

Winter, 
I love winter because of you, 

And all that you do, 
Christmas in Winter. 

 

 



15. More Digital Badges! 
 
More digital badges are dropping into student e-portfolios this week with Juliana, Olivia and Ameen the latest to have their 
efforts recognised. The two Y5 students took a group of prospective parents around on a school tour and did a fantastic job 
explaining what Greenside was all about, thus being awarded their School Tour Guide badge for their excellent efforts! 
 
 

 

16. Key Stage 1 GGL Shared Event at Griffin 
Ms Williams and Ms Rundell tell us: “We had a fantastic reflective day at 
Griffin with KS1. We looked at how the world changes, and looked into the 
four seasons. During our Summer session, we wrote postcards from a 
sunny beach. During our Spring session we looked at symmetry and 
patterns. During our Autumn season we looked at harvest and thought 
about the food that we are able to eat, and created vegetable art!  
We all worked well together and got to learn from each other. Each school 
sang a song and we shared our experiences from the academic year so 
far. Great day all round! 
Attached is Saja’s Summer writing postcard, and one of the beautiful 
symmetry patterned butterflies! 
On Wednesday 4th December, KS1 travelled to Griffin School for our 
annual GGL sharing event.  
Our themes of Changing Places and Colour were combined for the day 
through ‘Seasons’.  
Students participated in a range of activities  including creating 
symmetrical butterflies, writing summer holiday postcards and autumnal 
coloured themed paintings” 

 

17. Sporting Update - Dodgeball 
They dodged, ducked, jumped and threw their hearts out and left the arena with the pride of Greenside on their side. The hours 
of training held them in good stead and although they couldn't make it all the way, a place in the quarter finals is a real result! 
Coach Ms Allen was she could not be more proud of the way our students performed, represented Greenside and showed 
grace in defeat even if 'We were genuinely robbed Sir!' as Ms Allen herself reported upon their return. Well done Greenside Y5 
and 6 dodgeball team.  

 

18. SMSC - Changing Places - Thunks 
We love a Thunk at Greenside - a chance to change and play with ideas creatively - 
there’s no right answer and you can really enjoy original thought! We would love to 
share some of our ideas from our SMSC slots this week and we’ve created some for 
you to try at home! 
 
If you could climb a ladder up to the clouds, what would you see? Judah: "You can 
see the sun!" (N) 
Kianna  "At night time you would see the moon and stars." (N) 

 



Would you rather be rich or happy? Why? Samira: "I want to be happy so I never cry." (N) 
 
“What is the perfect gift?” 
Theo: Well, my daddy’s perfect gift would be beer. But not my mummy’s. So I guess it can all be different. (R) 
Ayah: The perfect gift is just something you love and love so much and you just never want to stop playing with  (R) 
 
Students were thinking very hard on questions that did not have a right or wrong answer. It was fantastic to see how the minds 
of our Y1 class work! 
 If you were to ask Santa only 3 questions Bonnie would ask, “How do you carry millions of presents in one sleigh?” What a 
fantastic question.  
Ayman asked, “How do you know where every child lives?”  
Watch out Santa you’ve got so many great questions coming your way. 
 

Arwen – Would you rather be the oldest in your family or the youngest? (Y2) 

Mak – if you walked into a room and found a magician, what would you wish for? (Y2) 

Thunk: a deceptively challenging question disguised in seemingly simple terms. Y3 dissected 
some profound hypotheticals this week, including: “Would you rather be rich or happy?” and 
“If women ran the world, what changes would you see?”  

Judging the importance of money versus happiness and how the two may or may not be 
interrelated really put the philosophical thinking into these young minds! Here’s a couple of 
examples of Wednesday’s Thunks: 

 

 

 

Would you rather, for the rest of your life, hear nails on a chalkboard or have sensitive teeth?’ – 
Nejim (Y5) 
‘How would the world be different if only women existed?’ - Omar (Y5) 
 
 
You can eat one food for the rest of your life, what would it be? Charlotte (Y6) 
If you could have one superpower, what would it be? Ayabami (Y6) 

 

19. My Favourite Book 
 
James Tilden: “My favourite children’s book is The Lorax. It’s been awhile since I’ve read it but its message will last forever. I 
absolutely love how it introduces children to the idea of resources being finite and how it (sadly, perhaps) becomes more 
relevant each year, with each new generation of students. I also have a copy signed by all the students in my first ever class 
back in Canada. 
 
Laura Gilroy: “My favourite children's book would have to be The Witches by Roald Dahl.  The 
unconventional descriptions of the witches really sparked my imagination and I never wanted the 
adventure to end” 
 
Daniel Mahara: “Watership Down (of course) I remember feeling so many different emotions 
when reading this book - it's exciting, scary but full of hope. There are so many brilliant characters 
but Bigwig has to be my favourite. You must read this book if you haven't - come and thank me 
once you have!” 
 
George Webber: “When it comes to picture books, it doesn't get much better than That Pesky Rat 
in my opinion! This fabulous story by Lauren Child follows the adventures of a poor, lonely street 

 



  

rat who just wants to be somebody's pet. In his quest to move from his current home - a salt and vinegar hula hoop packet 
'sleeping bag' inside a bin, he encounters lots of pampered pets and realises that it is the simple life he seeks after all. 
Eventually he finds an owner who will care for him but all is not as it seems! This is a story that never gets old and can be 
enjoyed by everyone whatever your age!” 

 

20. Autumn Term Calendar 
Greenside Family Calendar 

Autumn Term 2 - 2019   

Week 7   

Data Capture 2 All Week Tests and Assessments for all students Y1 - Y6 

Wednesday 11th December  3.30pm 
4.00pm 
4.30pm 

Good Chance Tea & Cakes and  
Art Viewing 
Film Crew Animation Screening - Parent/ carer Event  

Thursday 12th December All Day Greenside - Polling Station (open all day for students) 

Friday 13th December PM Mayor’s Cup 

Week 8   

Monday 16th December 2.00pm Christmas in Crews - Parent/ Carer Event - Y1 - Y6 

Tuesday 17th December 2.00pm  EYFS Nativity - Parent/ Carer Event  

Wednesday 18th December AM KS1 Road Safety Workshops 

Wednesday 18th December 3.30pm Christmas Tea & Cakes 

Thursday 19th December 10.00am Good Chance - Singing in the Community  

Thursday 19th December 11.30am Elgin Specialism Groups to Centre 

Friday 20th December 12.00pm Greenside Christmas Lunch 
Students will make hats at Greenside and are invited to wear their 
own jumpers for the day too! 

Friday 20th December 3.30pm Christmas Holidays begin! 

Week 1   

Monday 6th January 8.55am Spring Term begins 

  
 
Karen 

 
Karen Bastick-Styles – Executive Head  
 

 


